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H E L L O ! T H A N K S F O R B U Y I N G M Y book. I hope it helps you
plan and host a Dinner Party that is talked about for decades for all the right reasons.
Dinner Parties can be awesome get-togethers celebrating
friendship, pleasure and beauty; they don't need to be as horrifyingly stressful as trying to get into an Ivy League University. From the first inkling of a notion of sharing your bounty
with others, they should be an exciting and enjoyable puzzle.
And with good planning and preparation, you can relax and
enjoy your guest's company from the moment they arrive.
Don't be fooled by the agony and ecstasy you see on reality
television shows like MasterChef and My Kitchen Rules. First of
all those shows aren't reality, and secondly Dinner Parties do
not take place within those kinds of constraints. They are as
simple or as complicated as you want to make them. You can
take as much or as little time as you like - 20 minutes to carefully plate up, or slap the food down in a millisecond or less.
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You will not even have a chef judging the food. Unless of
course you are friends with one and have invited them, but I’m
inclined to think that any chef would love it if you just made
them scrambled eggs on toast, because you made it for them.
I can't imagine that some of the celebrity chefs I've seen on
television get invited to many people's homes to eat - Gordon
Ramsay is very unlikely to receive an invitation to eat in my
home! (Aside from how grumpy he always seems, I don’t think
he’d like my simple style of cooking).
But take heart. Expectations about entertaining are in a constant state of change.
Before the nineteenth century, for example, Dinner Party
service was à la française - the French or family style, in which
all dishes are presented at the same time and guests help themselves. This is similar to the buffet and is a very practical approach when you have little in the way of furniture.
At the turn of the nineteenth-century, the Russian ambassador is reputed to have introduced a new style of service, à la
russe, in which food is brought to the table in staged courses.
Most modern restaurant and Dinner Party meals now proceed
in this Russian style.
It's only a few decades since Dinner Parties were truly
formal affairs, with dinner suits and bow ties. Not that those
can't be fun too, but one does expect a stultifying degree of
good manners and a separate dining room for that. Mrs Beeton
was entirely correct when she claimed "Dining is the privilege
of civilisation." In those days, it was the privilege of the
wealthy; the hostess set the date and determined the distinguished guests, her Cook set the menu and prepared the food,
and her Butler more or less coordinated everything else. The
hostess received her guests safe in the knowledge that her
household machinery ensured all the arrangements were
perfect, and she merely had to be charming.

In those Halcyon Dinner Party Days, dinners were always
large and formal, contrasted with an "informal" little dinner for
up to eight guests with whom you were intimate. The manners
were still formal but there was less ceremony, fewer courses
and the best china was not used. The dress code would be
lounge suits rather than white tie.
Modern life centres on simple, informal and integrated arrangements. Many of us do not have a separate kitchen, dining
or living rooms - just one room, possibly delineated by tasteful
area rugs. One by one, the formal barriers between people
have slipped away, and Dinner Party boundaries have moved
a little to accommodate those changes too.
This book suggests an informal approach to Dinner Parties
- assuming that is not an oxymoron of its own. It aims to
maximise the time spent with your guests and minimise the
time spent in the kitchen wrestling with food production. This
approach is helped by an open-plan layout, as you can chat
with your guests while you plate up, and perhaps some
enterprising person will help transfer plates from countertop
to table.
I recommend that you start by reading this book cover to
cover to get a feeling for the contents, and then go over the
overall planning and scheduling elements a second time. We
all have different upbringings and educations so some of it
might need more thought than other bits. Once you're comfortable with the overall process, you can start planning your
own Dinner Party.
I describe the process as if one person is taking care of the
whole event. It is much easier when you have someone to help,
but you can host a fabulous Dinner Party alone if you limit your
aspirations and plan it out very well.

Your meal service may consist of any number of courses,
depending on your time and ingenuity. At the very least, you
should consider five courses:
Apéritif: pre-dinner drink with light snacks pending
the arrival of all guests.
Appetiser: a small first course at table
Main: a second, larger course with sides
Dessert: a small sweet course
Digestif: Coffee (or tea) with a fortified wine, liqueur
or distillation, and a little sweet treat or chocolate
You can reduce this by combining the apéritif and appetiser, or combine dessert with digestif, or both. Conversely,
you could expand this by serving any number of individual
dishes sequentially as many of the larger set meals do:




Three appetiser courses (e.g., seafood, soup
and salad).
Three mains (e.g., fish, fowl [bird] and field
[pasture animals like cows or sheep]).
Three desserts (e.g., cream, frozen and fruit).

But for your own sanity, take Emily Post's advice and offer
no more than eight courses including apéritif and digestif!
While Mrs Beeton made some potential seasonal menu suggestions (both à la française and à la russe), they won't work
for a solo host and don't suit modern tastes - Calf's Head,
Tongue and Brains anyone?
This book uses the example of a five-course dinner for six
people. It draws against Marcella Hazan’s "Sumptuous Summer
Dinner" menu from her excellent cookbook, Essentials of

Classic Italian Cooking. My versions of the recipes shown
below are contained in Appendix C: Our Italian Themed Dinner.
Apéritif: ricotta and anchovy crostini with Prosecco,
(optional Campari)
Appetiser: penne with roasted pepper sauce and
Prosecco
Main: pan-roasted veal and green bean salad with Pinot Grigio
Dessert: mangoes and strawberries in sweet white
wine with Moscato
Digestif: coffee (or tea), amaretto and biscotti
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CHAPTER 3
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A L L D I N N E R P A R T I E S N E E D A theme to help narrow down
your options. As well as being a code that keeps you focused
on the time, cost and outcome, it brings together the food, table decorations, and to an extent the clothes that you wear,
into a coherent event.
It doesn't have to be a theme in the sense of "Titanic", or
"Murder on the Orient Express," though they are of course
marvellous themes. It could be something as simple like "Italian" or "Christian's Birthday". A "French" theme will probably
require more time and money than "Southern Barbeque". A
fish and shellfish theme will take less time than chicken but
cost more.
I suggest not having a Dinner Party with a "Housewarming"
theme. These are better as very casual affairs with pizza or
other catering. Dinner Parties by their nature are intimate
affairs, and it is best to be familiar with your new home's
personality so that it doesn’t embarrass you. If the toilet cistern
takes a full 20 minutes to refill, you should know that before
your guests do. Or if the taps make an unpleasantly loud noise
while you wait for an inordinately long time for the hot water
to come through. Or whether the chimney will draw the smoke
from a roaring log fire. If the oven works, and so on.

Once you have chosen your theme, a menu will often suggest
itself. Your "Titanic" dinner implies period elements like
oysters, fillet mignon and Waldorf pudding. Correspondingly,
"Christian's Birthday" might include his favourite dishes, or
"Italian," yours.

Each of these themes in combination with the food implies
matching drinks. This might not be immediately apparent, but
none of the previously mentioned menus are likely to include
Saki or Nam Bi Tua.
Different cultural dishes generally have accepted drinks
that go with them. Sometimes these are regional specialities,
such as a Chianti to balance the acidity of tomatoes or lassi to
offset the spiciness of a curry. Many regions also have traditional pre- and post-dinner drinks as well.

Your theme also suggests room and table decorations. "Titanic"
might be starched white linen, silver and crystal (though to
keep the cost down you might use paper, aluminium and glass
representations). "Christian's Birthday" might be balloons and
streamers while "Italian" might be red, white and green and
perhaps candles wedged in straw-wrapped Chianti bottles.

I know that there is an enormous temptation to rush out and
buy a new outfit, and this is exactly the kind of thinking that
can blow your budget. Particularly if it isn't well thought out.
Your theme may include requirements like period style,
blood spatters for zombie outfits, green for St Patrick's Day or
orange for Halloween. Aside from these, there are some other
things you need to consider when you choose your outfit.

You need to think about your menu, because ease of mixing,
lifting, and bending matters. You need clothes that are loose

enough to permit a good range of movement, but not so loose
they drag in the food or get caught in your utensils.
You will be in a hot kitchen and may need protection from
hot oil and steam. You will also be moving around serving food
and fetching drinks so you will feel warmer, and might not
need a jacket or wrap until the digestif.
This is an issue for shoes as well. If you are the kind of
person who wears high heels all the time and has won prizes
in high-heeled running races, then you are probably fine. If you
are not confident that you can comfortably and elegantly cook
and serve food in really high heels, then try a practice run or
two; if that doesn’t help, just wear low heeled or flat shoes.
And a quick note about makeup. You will probably be warm
(and perhaps a little sweaty) and might not want to be dashing
off to touch it up so a light application will be the most practical. You can, of course, test that out too.
I hope I don't need to mention that your clothes should be
clean and fresh?

Think about who's invited; for example, if “Abigail” is bringing
her sleazy boyfriend you might want to wear something more
modest than usual. Or if you are hosting an event for someone
else, you might like to find out what they are wearing so that
you don't outshine them on the day.
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CHAPTER 8
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N O W W E ' R E G E T T I N G C L O S E R , T H I S is so exciting! Take a
moment to take a deep breath and savour the feeling. Every
Dinner Party is different, and while the lessons from this one
will inform your next, there will never be another moment
quite like this.

Follow up with your guests to make sure they are still planning
to attend. I wish I could reassure you that this is not a necessary step, but I'm sorry to say that some of your guests will be
less excited by your Dinner Party than you are, and therefore
less committed to being there. But at least having confirmed
the relevant dates and times with them, you will know that you
have done everything you can to ensure they arrive.
If you are inclined, leave them a voice message saying that
if you do not hear back by a certain date, you will assume they
are not coming. This provides an easy out for them, and a cutoff for stressing about attendance for you. And possibly the
opportunity to reduce your friendship group to those who
want to be with you.

By now you should have prepared most if not all of your
dishes, and have made any required recipe or menu tweaks.
Replenish the supplies that don't need to be fresh.
Around about, this time, try a scaled down practice run of
the entire meal. This will give you a better idea of the timing
and confirm that the dishes can be made at the same time in
such a way that they can be served at your scheduled times.
Let's look again at our Italian sample menu:
Apéritif: ricotta and anchovy crostini with Prosecco,
optional Campari

Appetiser: penne with roasted pepper sauce and
Prosecco
Main: pan roasted veal and green bean salad with Pinot
Grigio
Dessert: mangoes and strawberries in sweet white
wine with Moscato
Digestif: coffee (or tea), amaretto and biscotti
When you come to finishing and serving the appetiser, you
could have the veal cooking, and the pepper sauce laid aside.
You will require a large pot for the pasta and a small one to
melt butter in, and you will need three suitably sized hotplates
or gas burners. If you can't accommodate this, you will need to
reconsider the menu.
For this menu, you could make the veal earlier and reheat
it, or cook it in a slow cooker or the oven or melt the butter in
a microwave and adjust your timings accordingly.

Keep stocking up on your beverages and bottled water.

After your trial cooks, you might find that some of your
cookware or serving ware are not as serviceable as you had
hoped. You could go back and use some of the Christmas
themed ones you have been given which would be particularly
fun if you can tie each ugly piece to one of your guests. Or you
might prefer to borrow or replace them.

With the food under control, now is the time to focus on your
home. I know I say now, (two weeks out) but if you have a lot
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You might also want to think about where you can accommodate guests who may have drunk too much to drive home.

If you hope to hold your party outdoors, look at the area and
decide how much work you need to do - can you just clean and
tidy the area or do you need to mend paving or replace decking? Will you need some kind of shade? Will you need to give
your guests maps, pith helmets and machetes to get to the rendezvous location? How much time and money have you got to
get the place up to standard without a reality television show
intervention? Start putting these things and others like mosquito repellent in your Dinner Party Book.
At the very least you should hose down your eating area to
remove dirt and guano. Scrub your outdoor furniture and leave
to dry. Move tools and all those household project offcuts back
into storage (or the bin). Discard broken or disused furniture
as well as dead pot plants and arrange your surviving plants
attractively. Organise your smoking areas, and place your bug
repellents in places where they can discreetly do their jobs.

You might like to make plans for a quick and easy dinner the
day after the party.

You could make a seating plan, and write out seating cards.
This can be helpful when managing relationships in circumstances where you have no choice, for example entertaining
your father, his current and three ex-wives. (Assuming that no
one rearranges the cards for fun). It can also be useful for ensuring special diets make their destinations and considering

how you plan to introduce “Cameron's” latest girlfriend to the
group. It can also look pretty, but ordinarily not necessary for
a small dinner.
In the Halcyon Days, the host and hostess sat at the ends of
the table, with the oldest or most important woman on the
host’s right, and oldest/most important man on the hostess’s
left. You might prefer to sit in the middle because it's near the
kitchen door, and seat grandpa somewhere draught free.
Men and women were seated alternately with couples split
apart. If you can, seat people that you know share interests together, and try to keep politically opposed people at opposite
ends (unless that’s part of your extremist-baiting entertainment plan).

It's your job to keep the conversation moving during service,
so you might want to start keeping up with current affairs,
sports results and the weather if you don’t already. If you all
belong to a local group or church, you can discuss something
relevant from there. If it's the right kind of party, you could
have the guests swap seats as the night progresses.

By now you will have a long list of things to do and buy. Your
priorities will be different depending on whether you will be
eating inside or outside so you need to rank the tasks accordingly and get moving on them.
You could do this by the cost, time, or effort required, for
example, start by redoing the paving. Other times a logical plan
of approach will suggest itself, such as vacuuming before steam
cleaning the carpet. Or beginning with the most expensive
(e.g. furniture) or most urgent (e.g. plumbing).

As your menu firms, you can start planning your dinner schedule. A course will generally take 15 - 30 minutes to eat, followed by a 15 - 30-minute break. If we start with our basic
menu and the knowledge that we have invited guests to arrive
6:30 for 7:00, the basic schedule could look like this:
6:30 drink and snack on arrival
7:00 first course at table
8:00 second larger or main course
9:00 dessert course
10:00 cheese if you are having it, or retire from the table with coffee and treats
11:00 start encouraging people to leave
If you prefer to eat later, say 8:00, then you need to reconsider your schedule. Will you allow a longer period for arrivals
and perhaps plan a more substantial appetiser? Will you work
to a 45-minute course instead of 60 minutes? Or will you continue with the 60-minute course and finish later?
This is all personal preference, be it yours or your guests. If
you have a mix of older and younger guests, you might like to
have a quicker service so your older guests can leave earlier,
and offer a snack later in the evening for the young ones.
You can then take your service times and work back to determine your preparation schedule.
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T H E S E A R E T H E K E Y T H I N G S I do. There are other little suggestions here and there throughout the book.

I usually pick a date around two months out and do not change
it unless my own circumstances prevent me from carrying it
out on that day. I call my guests to see if they are free for dinner and if so, ask them to book me in. If not, I will chat for a
short while and then move onto another - that way I know with
reasonable certainty that I will have the required numbers.
I am also quite explicit about the time of the invitation. I
will specify something like "6:30 pm for 7:00". This tells my
guests they should arrive after 6:30, and that we eat at 7:00.

Depending on whom I am inviting I trust them to note the details, or send them an electronic invitation to get into their diary (and hopefully let me know if they delete it). Sometimes,
for special occasions, I send cards in the mail but not as often
as I used to.

When I plan to make a recipe I am not familiar with, I make a
half size test run before the event. This helps me to gauge how
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the dish will fit in the context of the larger meal, and that helps
me to determine quantities for the big day.
I like to prepare all the ingredients so that they are ready to
go when I start to cook. I pull everything out of the cupboards
and line it up on the countertop. I measure all the ingredients
out and complete the chopping, making sure that all the ingredients that go into the pot at the same time are held together. I
also clean up as I go, stacking the dishwasher or washing in the
sink and leaving things to drain.

My primary focus in hosting dinner is enjoying good company,
so I like to keep it simple. Sometimes I go through my recipes
and pick things I would like to make, but usually, I cheat a bit.

I offer a selection of dips and crudités for my apéritif. The main
benefit here is that chopping some dipping vegetables doesn't
take much additional effort on top of preparing vegetables for
the main. This also helps with the nutritional balance that can
sometimes be lacking in luxury dinners.
I commonly offer only Champagne and beer as an apéritif.
Though Toseland is a gin fiend so if he’s coming, I’ll ask him to
make gin and tonics.

In warm weather, I usually do a plate of antipasto or small salad
that can be made ahead and either stored in the refrigerator or
placed on the table while we wait for the guests to arrive. This
has the added advantage of being prepared at the same time as
the apéritif and being ready when the guests arrive. I will usually carry the Champagne through my first course.

My cool weather first courses are generally the kind of soup
I can make ahead which has the added benefit of allowing sufficient time for the flavour to improve. If it's onion soup (with
gruyere toasties), I will usually choose a semi-substantial wine
like a Beaujolais.

I often roast lamb racks for my main so I can cook the meat
and vegetables in the oven at the same time. I will usually
steam a green vegetable and use the cooking liquid to make the
gravy. There is a winery nearby that makes an excellent Pinot
Noir, so I generally default to that.

I will either prepare a fresh fruit based dessert (like the one in
the sample menu) or get some kind of cake or tart from one of
the excellent local French, Italian or Spanish bakeries. You
may not be so fortunate as to have access to any of these where
you live, but any good traditional baker who still uses real milk,
eggs and butter will provide excellent cakes and tarts. Preservation is not usually an issue as fresh ones do not often leave
anything that requires storage.
For the accompanying wine, I prefer a not too sweet Moscato, which coincidentally is delicious with some cheeses as
well. Or whatever hasn't been drunk yet - wine doesn't always
keep very well.

I don’t usually cater wines specifically for the cheeses, we just
drink what’s left and when we run out I start with the digestifs.
(I did mention simple and fun didn’t I?)

For the digestif, I'll offer from my collection of spirits and liqueurs. Almost always port, though I like a little Limoncello.
Toseland likes Jägermeister and Katy will have a little whisky
with water.

I like to get the bulk of the food cooking and the mess cleaned
up before I dress for dinner. As my social set includes early
birds (or at the very least, people who arrive bang on time) I
need to shower and make myself presentable with the minimum of time and fuss, yet still allow myself time for one last
sweep to make sure all is in order.
For a more relaxed dinner, I will wear jeans and a tunic top
with low heeled boots and "natural" look makeup. This is not
very different to my usual daytime look, so it signals to my
guests that a comfortable and informal evening is on the way.
To up the ante, I wear a semi-fitted silk sheath dress with
hose and low heels. It's still "natural" makeup, but I will use less
natural colours for example blue eyeshadow instead of pink,
and a more glossy lip colour.
When the guests have arrived, and I am putting on the finishing touches, I wear an apron and take it off when I sit at the
table. I have an open plan kitchen/dining area and this amuses
my guests immensely for the 1950s housewife aspect of it.
I NEVER entertain guests in my lounging around the house
clothes (anymore). (Katy says this is perfectly acceptable if
you have a pyjama theme, and I should chill out).
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Writer and philosopher Alexandria Blaelock advises embracing the things that matter like beauty, friendship and wisdom.
She lives in Melbourne (Australia) with her husband and two
Labradors where she is currently trying to bring a little Famous Five adventure into her life. While she likes ginger beer
and ham rolls you are more likely to find her drinking red
wine with antipasto.
Discover more at alexandriablaelock.com.
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